We are proud to say this catalog features

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Karin Lichtenthaler, Germany; Chrissie Wagner, Germany; Ezmia Bascom, U.S.; Lorel Crawford, Canada; Chynna Terry, U.S.; Charlie Oswin, New Zealand; Shelby Black, U.S.; Laura Gonzalez Hernandez, Mexico; Sherrell Butler, U.S.; Jennifer Higgins, Scotland
We are proud to say this catalog features only Younique Presenters.
Welcome

TO THE FLOURISH ISSUE of our stunning new catalog! As you delve into these pages, you'll find that great focus has been placed on celebrating women who have found the confidence to transform their lives and empower the people around them. It’s no secret that our continued success comes from strong women and men who work passionately to lift others, and we’re so grateful for and proud of all of you.

It's been another amazing six months, and we’re so excited to continue to bring diversity and inclusiveness to our Y-Family with the addition of Younique Presenters in Portugal!

We truly can’t express how thankful we are for our Younique Presenters’ continued commitment to Younique and our mission to uplift, empower, validate, and build self-esteem in women around the world, because when we help each other flourish, we blossom together.

DEREK MAXFIELD
Founder & CEO

MELANIE HUSCROFT
Co-founder & CVO

The Love It Guarantee
We’re so confident that you’ll love Younique that we guarantee your satisfaction with, and the quality of, all of our products. We’ve crafted our product guarantee policy to make purchasing YOUNIQUE™ products easy and worry-free. If you don’t love it, we’ve got you covered!
Blossoming Together

The Younique Experience

Throughout any journey—whether it’s toward financial security or one of self-discovery—you change bit by bit. Just like a blossoming flower unfolding its petals, people can also experience transformation.

“Younique has impacted my life in so many positive ways,” says Shelby, a Younique Presenter from Illinois. “It has made me always look for the positive. My outlook on life has changed, and seeing the good makes life so much more enjoyable.”

Before joining Younique, Shelby struggled with anxiety. She often worried what others might think. “I never really focused on what I thought were the best decisions for myself,” she says. Shelby has since gained the confidence and strength to concentrate on what is best for her and her family.

“I’m so grateful for the new outlook Younique has given me,” says Shelby. “I have the opportunity to uplift as many women as I can by reminding them of how amazing they are, and I can help support women striving for their dreams and watch them grow.”

Ezmia, a Younique Presenter from New Mexico, says that becoming part of Younique has not only given her a better vision of herself, but has helped her set an example for her daughter.

“I want my daughter to grow up striving to be strong, inspired, and empowered—just as her momma role modeled,” says Ezmia. Along with confidence, it has given her family opportunities she didn’t know were possible as a working stay-at-home mother. “I’m able to be there for my babies as well as run a business—contributing to my family while preparing for a strong future. I am forever, obsessively grateful for what Younique has done—not just for my family, but for my heart.”

Everyone deserves a chance to blossom. And as our Younique Presenters continue to flourish, so too does our mission to uplift, empower, and validate women.
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You’re using skin care made for someone else. Instead, take control with the new, completely customizable YOU•OLOGY skin care solution. This is skin care redefined. This is purposefully personal skin care.
Sherrell used the YOU·OLOGY™ exfoliating mask.
YOU•OLOGY™ Cleanser
$39 USD | $47 CAD
Add any three boosters to this cleansing base for a fresh-feeling experience. Patented MicroSperse® Technology allows the base and your hand-selected boosters to transform into a single innovative, personalized cleanser.

• Replenishment Booster
• Pore Diminishing Booster
• Hydrating Booster
• Oil Control Booster
• Exfoliating Booster

MicroSperse is a trademark of Leading Edge Innovations, LLC.
YOU•OLOGY™ Serum
$65 USD | $78 CAD
This serum works double duty, moisturizing your skin while helping target your specific skin concerns with your choice of any three boosters. Patented MicroSperse® Technology seamlessly transforms the base and your custom boosters into a must-have daily serum.

• Line Minimizing Booster
• Wrinkle Reducing Booster
• Firming Booster
• Brightening Booster
• Elasticity Booster
• Glow Booster
YOU•OLOGY™ Day Moisturizer
$49 USD | $59 CAD
Add any three boosters to this moisturizing base to help build a custom daily routine that helps address your skin concerns. Innovative MicroSperse® Technology allows boosters to blend seamlessly with this base to create a luxurious day moisturizer.

- Oil Control Booster
- Tinting Booster
- Hydrating Booster
- Pore Diminishing Booster
- Environmental Shield Booster
YOU•OLOGY™ Night Cream
$49 USD | $59 CAD
Help target your skin’s individual needs by adding any three boosters of your choice, and experience how MicroSperse® Technology transforms this night cream into a single skin care solution that goes to work while you sleep.

• Calming Booster
• Replenishment Booster
• Hydrating Booster
• Puffiness Reducing Booster
• Elasticity Booster
• Time Correcting Booster
YOU•OLOGY™ Cleansing Cloths
$20 USD | $24 CAD
Freshly formulated and with a new fragrance, these cloths are the go-to for makeup removal.

YOU•OLOGY™ Cleansing Stick
$24 USD | $29 CAD
Effortlessly remove even the most stubborn lip products and waterproof makeup.

YOU•OLOGY™ Liquid Makeup Remover
$24 USD | $29 CAD
Easily remove makeup.
YOU•OLOGY™
Rose Water Toning Spritz
50 ml $29 USD | $35 CAD
100 ml $39 USD | $47 CAD
Experience a light, fragranced finish. Now in two sizes.

YOU•OLOGY™
UPLIFT® Beauty Oil
$75 USD | $90 CAD
Beautify skin for a smoother, healthier-looking complexion. Now in a larger size.
YOU•OLOGY™ Brightening Mask
$49 USD | $59 CAD
Visibly brighten and improve skin tone with this golden peel-off mask.

YOU•OLOGY™ Oil Control Mask
$49 USD | $59 CAD
Mattify oily looking or shiny skin, minimize the appearance of pores, and improve skin clarity and tone.

YOU•OLOGY™ Exfoliating Mask
$49 USD | $59 CAD
Gently exfoliate to reveal healthier-looking skin while reducing the appearance of pore size.

YOU•OLOGY™ Perfecting Mask
$49 USD | $59 CAD
Cleanse skin for a smoother, more polished appearance.
“I’m like sunflowers. I love to spread happiness and kindness wherever I go and have so much love to give.”

-Charlie, New Zealand

Charlie is wearing YOU·OLOGY™ brightening, perfecting, exfoliating, and oil control masks.
Some days call for full coverage, some days call for full freckles
On the left, Shelby is wearing TOUCH MINERAL liquid foundation in Velour, TOUCH MINERAL skin perfecting concealer in Organza, and MOODSTRUCK™ pressed blusher in Sweet.
TOUCH MINERAL
Liquid Foundation
$39 USD | $47 CAD

Our iconic, buildable-coverage foundation goes on like liquid velvet but dries to a soft powder finish.

A. Scarlet  B. Tulle  C. Lace  D. Organza
E. Velour   F. Taffeta  G. Eyelet  H. Chiffon
I. Linen    J. Satin   K. Khaki    L. Cashmere
M. Challis  N. Velvet  O. Charmeuse  P. Chenille
Q. Cypress  R. Suede  S. Georgette
YOUNIQUE TOUCH Stick Foundation
$39 USD | $47 CAD
Easy to apply and ready for effortless touch-ups, this velvety medium-coverage foundation is ready when you are.

A. Scarlet
B. Tulle
C. Lace
D. Organza
E. Velour
F. Taffeta
G. Eyelet
H. Chiffon
I. Linen
J. Satin
K. Khaki
L. Cashmere
M. Challis
N. Velvet
O. Charmeuse
P. Chenille
Q. Cypress
R. Suede
S. Georgette
YOUNIQUE TOUCH
Loose Powder Foundation
$32 USD | $39 CAD
Nail the barely-there makeup look and get perfect-looking skin with a foundation that’s nearly weightless and totally blendable.

Crepe
Camlet
Poplin
Jacquard
Tweed
Gingham
Voile
Damask
Dupioni
Twill
Sable
Percale
Brocade

YOUNIQUE TOUCH
Pressed Powder Foundation
$32 USD | $39 CAD
Get medium to full coverage and experience a flawless-looking, airbrush finish.

YOUNIQUE TOUCH
Powder Foundation Set of 2
$60 USD | $72 CAD
TOUCH MINERAL
Pressed Powder Foundation
$32 USD | $39 CAD
This no-fuss foundation grants you breathable, buildable coverage with a matte finish.

TOUCH MINERAL
Skin Perfecting Concealer
$29 USD | $35 CAD
Full coverage, but lightweight, this miracle worker blurs imperfections.
BB FLAWLESS
Complexion Enhancer
$39 USD | $47 CAD
Lightweight and natural-looking, this sheer foundation is bound to become your dewy complexion go-to.

BB FLAWLESS Set
$82 USD | $99 CAD
Set of 2 BB FLAWLESS complexion enhancers in your choice of shades, plus a set of YOUNIQUE™ blending buds.

Karin is wearing BB FLAWLESS complexion enhancer in Honey.
TOUCH BEHOLD™
Translucent Setting Powder
$39 USD | $47 CAD
Seal your makeup with a soft-focus effect for a glamorous look that won’t let you down.

TOUCH BEHOLD™
Setting Spray
$39 USD | $47 CAD
Set it and forget it! A light mist keeps makeup in place all day.

TOUCH BEHOLD™
SPF 25 Broad Spectrum Finishing Powder
$39 USD | $47 CAD
Lock in your look and softly blend your makeup while protecting your skin with SPF 25.

TOUCH GLORIOUS™
Face Primer
$39 USD | $47 CAD
Create a smooth, velvety canvas for any foundation application.

Touch Gellous™
Face Primer
$39 USD | $47 CAD
Create a smooth, velvety canvas for any foundation application.
TOUCH À LA MODE™
Cream to Powder Luminizer
$39 USD | $47 CAD
On-the-go highlighting stick applies like a cream, but feels nearly weightless.

A. Benevolent  D. Pearly
B. Opaline      E. Lustrous
C. Iridescent

TOUCH À LA MODE™
Powder Luminizer
$39 USD | $47 CAD
Layer on illumination with this light-diffusing pressed powder to achieve the perfect glow.

Chynna is wearing the SCULPTING TRIO highlight & contour palette in medium and TOUCH À LA MODE™ powder luminizer in Iridescent.
SCULPTING TRIO
Highlight & Contour Palette
$49 USD | $59 CAD
The secret to a killer contour, this sculpting trio has everything you need for a perfectly defined, highlighted look.

BEACHFRONT™ Bronzer
$32 USD | $38 CAD
Half matte and half shimmer, this beauty bronzer gives you a year-round summer sheen.
MOODSTRUCK™ Pressed Blusher

$24 USD | $29 CAD

Bring an innocent flush to your cheeks with this newly reformulated pressed powder blush that grants a healthy-looking glow.

SHIMMER
A. Sisterly
B. Supple
C. Surreal

MATTE
D. Sweet
E. Seductive
F. Stunning
“Sunflowers resonate most with me. I love life and radiate it so that others can see.”

-Karin, Germany

Karin is wearing MOODSTRUCK™ pressed blusher in Sweet, MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ lip liner in Prudent, and LUCRATIVE™ lip gloss in Luxe.
Sultry glances for chance romances
Ezmia is wearing MOODSTRUCK OPULENCE™ lipstick in Swagger with MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ lip liner in Pompous and MOODSTRUCK™ pressed shadow in Ambiguous, Conspicuous, Gifted, Gullible, Legendary, Ostentatious, and Trusting.
MOODSTRUCK™
Eye Primer
$24 USD | $29 CAD
Prime eyelids and brows for extended, smudge-proof wear.

MOODSTRUCK™
Pressed Shadow
SINGLE COMPACT
$18 USD | $22 CAD
Let your mood lead your look with these intensely pigmented eyeshadows available in four luxurious finishes.

“If I were a flower, I’d be an iris. They are tall, beautiful, poised, and strong.”
-Sherrell, U.S.

Sherrell is wearing MOODSTRUCK™ pressed shadow in Jealous, Legendary, Marvelous, and Unworldly.
MOODSTRUCK™ Pressed Shadow
Build a custom shadow palette with any color selection of pressed shadows.

QUAD PALETTE WITH SHADOWS | $52 USD | $63 CAD
*8 PALETTE | $16 USD | $20 CAD
8 PALETTE WITH SHADOWS | $99 USD | $119 CAD
*25 PALETTE | $25 USD | $30 CAD
REFILL - PAN ONLY | $14 USD | $17 CAD

*MOODSTRUCK™ pressed shadows not included in palette.
MOODSTRUCK ADDICTION™
Shadow Palette
$49 USD | $59 CAD
Achieve the sultry and dynamic eyeshadow look of your dreams in pearl, shimmer, or prismatic.

MOODSTRUCK ADDICTION™
Shadow Palette Set of 3
$130 USD | $156 CAD
DIP & DRAW™ Eyeliner
$21 USD | $25 CAD
An ultra-fine, easy-to-use applicator gives you the control to get anything from fine lines to a look that’s fiercely feline.

MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ Pencil Eyeliner
$15 USD | $18 CAD
Deliver classic beauty with a signature dramatic black, or spice up your look with bright, vibrant color.

MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ Pencil Eyeliner or Lip Liner Set of 3*
$40 USD | $48 CAD

MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ Pencil Eyeliner or Lip Liner Set of 10*
$125 USD | $150 CAD
*See page 41 for lip liners.

Chrissie is wearing DIP & DRAW™ eyeliner in Perfect.
MOODSTRUCK SPLURGE
Cream Shadow
$26 USD | $31 CAD
Creamy, airy, and beautifully pigmented, this is the velvety smooth shadow that loves to be blended.

MOODSTRUCK SPLURGE
Cream Shadow Set of 3
$70 USD | $84 CAD

MATTE
A. Victorious
B. Jubilant
C. Unfazed
D. Unapologetic
E. Faithful
F. Rapturous
G. Magnificent

SHIMMER
H. Elegant
I. Dainty
J. Hopeful
K. Tenacious
L. Noble
M. Whimsical
N. Assertive
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“Sunflowers remind me of a favorite quote, ‘Keep your face always toward the sunshine—and shadows will fall behind you.’”

-Ezmia, U.S.

**MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ Brow Liner**
$19 USD | $23 CAD
Fill in gaps, cover up sparseness, and use the added spoolie brush end to shape fuller-looking brows.

**MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ Brow Liner Set of 2**
$34 USD | $41 CAD

**MOODSTRUCK™ Brow Obsession Palette**
$39 USD | $47 CAD
Sculpt and define your brow with shadow and highlight powders, then lock them in place with an enriching wax.
MOODSTRUCK EPIC™ Mascara
$24 USD | $29 CAD
The easy-to-apply iconic lash legend, clinically proven to visibly improve volume, length, and definition. Available in Black, Brown, and Black Waterproof.

MOODSTRUCK 3D FIBER LASHES+™ Lash Enhancer
$29 USD | $35 CAD
Transform your look with the lash revolution, and experience up to 500% more volume in a single coat.**

MOODSTRUCK ESTEEM™ Lash Serum
$42 USD | $50 CAD
The daily lash serum that helps fortify for thicker-, fuller-, longer-looking lashes.

*Delivers up to 244% increase in lash volume. Results observed in independent laboratory testing. Individual results may vary.

**Averaged results observed in independent laboratory testing when compared against bare lashes. Two coats provide up to a 900% increase in average volume. Individual results may vary.
“I’m like lily flowers. They are elegant and full of light and hope, but only when they open—then you see the real, true beauty inside.”

−Chrissie, Germany

Chrissie is wearing MOODSTRUCK ADDICTION™ shadow palette 2, MOODSTRUCK SPLURGE in Dainty, MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ pencil eyeliner in Perfect, and MOODSTRUCK EPIC™ mascara in Black.
L I P S

Fearless lips that demand to be heard
Jennifer is wearing MOODSTRUCK OPULENCE™ lipstick in Vain and MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ pencil lip liner in Primal.
LIPBONBONS Tinted Lip Balm
Set of 5
$99 USD | $119 CAD
Formulated with a blend of oils and fruit extracts, this is the rich and creamy sweet beauty treat that melts onto your lips.

STIFF UPPER LIP™ Lip Stain
$22 USD | $26 CAD
The long-wear, no-budge, and no-smudge matte marvel for a stubborn lip that lasts all night long.

STIFF UPPER LIP™ Lip Stain Set of 3
$60 USD | $72 CAD
LUCRATIVE™ Lip Gloss
Set of 3
$40 USD | $48 CAD
Silky, comfortable non-sticky lip gloss for a perfect eye-catching pout that will never let anything dull your shine.

MOODSTRUCK HOTTIE™
Lip Plumper
$27 USD | $32 CAD
An innovative plumping matrix specially formulated to contribute to a perkier-looking pout.
MOODSTRUCK OPULENCE™
Lipstick
$19 USD | $23 CAD
Buttery smooth with rich coverage, this is the lipstick for a timeless lip look.

MOODSTRUCK OPULENCE™
Lipstick Set of 3
$50 USD | $60 CAD
MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™
Pencil Lip Liner
$15 USD | $18 CAD
Easy-glide lip definition with a tapered tip to put you in control of perfectly placed lines.

MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™
Pencil Eyeliner or Lip Liner Set of 3*
$40 USD | $48 CAD

MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™
Pencil Eyeliner or Lip Liner Set of 10*
$125 USD | $150 CAD

*See page 31 for eyeliners.

MOODSTRUCK™ Lip Exfoliator
$21 USD | $25 CAD
Prepare your lips for smoother application with this sugary-sweet lip exfoliator.

“I don’t think I could be described as any flower—I would definitely be a tree. I stand confidently, do my own thing, and grow strong roots in all directions.”

-Jennifer, Scotland

Jennifer is wearing MOODSTRUCK OPULENCE™ lipstick in Well-To-Do mixed with MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ pencil lip liner in Pouty, topped with LUCRATIVE™ lip gloss in Lunar.
Charlie is wearing MOODSTRUCK SPLASH™ liquid lipstick in Subtle.

MOODSTRUCK SPLASH™ Liquid Lipstick
$27 USD | $32 CAD
Make a splash with silky liquid lipsticks in daring, supremely pigmented colors.

MOODSTRUCK SPLASH™ Liquid Lipstick Set of 3
$73 USD | $86 CAD
“I’m like a rose. When a rose opens and blooms in all its splendor, it’s like when I found confidence in myself.”

-Laura, Mexico

Laura is wearing MOODSTRUCK SPLASH™ liquid lipstick in Sizzling.
TOOLS

Impeccable application essentials
Lorel is wearing MOODSTRUCK EPIC™ mascara in Black Waterproof, and MOODSTRUCK OPULENCE™ lipstick in Ambitious, topped with LUCRATIVE™ lip gloss in Lavish.
A. YOUNIQUE™ Fan Brush  
$25 USD | $30 CAD  
Perfect for powder foundations, setting powders, bronzers, and luminizers.

B. YOUNIQUE™ Kabuki Brush  
$32 USD | $38 CAD  
Experience an even powder application with this short-stemmed makeup brush.

C. YOUNIQUE™ Powder Puff Brush  
$32 USD | $38 CAD  
Easy applications of powder foundation, setting powder, and bronzer.

D. YOUNIQUE™ Blusher Brush  
$25 USD | $30 CAD  
Angled for precise placement of blush and bronzer.

E. YOUNIQUE™ Blending Buds  
$17 USD | $21 CAD  
Effortlessly blend with smooth, easy control.

F. YOUNIQUE™ Applicator  
$15 USD | $18 CAD  
Get the perfect mask without the mess.

G. YOUNIQUE™ Concealer Brush  
$12 USD | $14 CAD  
Tightly packed bristles fit the contours of your face for even coverage.

H. YOUNIQUE™ Liquid Foundation Brush  
$32 USD | $38 CAD  
Recessed for seamless, controlled foundation application.

I. YOUNIQUE™ Foundation Brush  
$20 USD | $24 CAD  
Perfect for wet or dry foundations.
A. YOUNIQUE™
Angled Shadow/Sponge Brush
$15 USD | $18 CAD
Effectively apply and blend shadows with this double-ended brush.

B. YOUNIQUE™
Liner/Shader Brush
$18 USD | $22 CAD
Create smooth, even lines, and blend shadow for a diffused finish.

C. YOUNIQUE™
Powder/Concealer Brush
$42 USD | $50 CAD
Apply powder and concealer with this double-ended brush.

D. YOUNIQUE™
Brow Artist Brush
$19 USD | $23 CAD
Flawlessly line and sculpt your brows.

E. YOUNIQUE™
Spoolie Brow Artist Brush
$19 USD | $23 CAD
Easily even out unruly eyebrows.

F. YOUNIQUE™
Contour Brush
$32 USD | $38 CAD
Experience flawlessly blended contours.
A. **YOUNIQUE™ Pencil Sharpener**  
$7.50 USD | $9 CAD  
Guarantee that your pencils are always on point.

B. **YOUNIQUE™ Cream Shadow Brush**  
$15 USD | $18 CAD  
Get smooth blending and creaseless application.

C. **YOUNIQUE™ Eyeliner Brush**  
$12 USD | $14 CAD  
With the flick of a wrist, create ultra-thin or thicker lines with a slim, tapered tip.

D. **YOUNIQUE™ Lash Comb/Brow Brush**  
$20 USD | $24 CAD  
The double threat that separates, tames, and smooths clumps.

E. **YOUNIQUE™ Crease Brush**  
$15 USD | $18 CAD  
Blend shadows with expertly placed precision.

F. **YOUNIQUE™ Fluffy Crease Brush**  
$18 USD | $22 CAD  
A mix between our fluffiest eye brush and a denser, stiffer eye brush.

G. **YOUNIQUE™ Blending Brush**  
$18 USD | $22 CAD  
Ideal for blending eyeshadows or creating a smoky eye.

H. **YOUNIQUE™ Deluxe Brush**  
$17 USD | $21 CAD  
Uniformly covers the whole lid for easy color application.

I. **YOUNIQUE™ Brush Cleaner**  
$19 USD | $23 CAD  
Ultra-innovative, no-water-needed brush cleaner.

J. **YOUNIQUE™ Lip Brush**  
$25 USD | $30 CAD  
A fine, retractable tip gets you exact edges.

K. **YOUNIQUE™ Tweezers**  
$9.50 USD | $11.50 CAD  
Tame strays with high-quality tweezers.
YOUNIQUE™ Face Brush Set
$215 USD | $255 CAD
The full-face brush set. See the website for more details.

YOUNIQUE™ Eye Brush Set
$160 USD | $192 CAD
Everything-for-the-eyes brush set. See the website for more details.
YOUNIQUE™
Complete Brush Set
$410 USD | $490 CAD
Experience a brush with destiny with the ultimate brush set. See the website for more details.
“If I were a flower, I’d be a hibiscus! It represents my heritage, and its bold color mirrors my own bold personality.”

-Chynna, U.S.

Chynna is wearing LUCRATIVE™ lip gloss in Luxe, TOUCH À LA MODE™ powder luminizer in Iridescent, and MOODSTRUCK™ pressed shadow in Fanatical, Gullible, and Marvelous.
Irresistible hand-picked bundles
**be YOUINIQUE™**

**Blessing in Disguise**

Savings of 20% USD | 20% CAD  
$117 USD | $140 CAD

- Your choice of YOUNIQUE TOUCH or TOUCH MINERAL loose or pressed powder foundation  
- MOODSTRUCK™ pressed shadow quad palette  
- MOODSTRUCK EPIC™ mascara  
- MOODSTRUCK OPULENCE™ lipstick  
- MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ brow liner  
- Collection bag

**Come Hither**

Savings of 15% USD | 15% CAD  
$135 USD | $162 CAD

- MOODSTRUCK 3D FIBER LASHES™ lash enhancer  
- Your choice of TOUCH MINERAL liquid foundation or YOUNIQUE TOUCH stick foundation  
- MOODSTRUCK SPLASH™ liquid lipstick  
- MOODSTRUCK ADDICTION™ shadow palette  
- MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ pencil eyeliner  
- Collection bag
be YOU·NIQUE™
Wink & Roar
Savings of 15% USD | 15% CAD
$101 USD | $121 CAD
• MOODSTRUCK SPLURGE cream shadow
• DIP & DRAW™ eyeliner
• MOODSTRUCK EPIC™ mascara
• MOODSTRUCK PRECISION™ brow liner
• Your choice of YOU·OLOGY™ cleansing stick or liquid makeup remover
• Collection bag

be YOU·NIQUE™
Forevermore
Savings of 20% USD | 20% CAD
$138 USD | $166 CAD
• TOUCH BEHOLD™ SPF 25 broad spectrum finishing powder
• BB FLAWLESS complexion enhancer
• LIPBONBONS tinted lip balm
• MOODSTRUCK EPIC™ mascara
• YOU·OLOGY™ rose water toning spritz
• YOU·OLOGY™ cleansing cloths
• Collection bag
beYOUNIQUE™

The Flawless Goddess
Savings of 15% USD | 15% CAD
$162 USD | $193 CAD
- TOUCH GLORIOUS™ face primer
- Your choice of TOUCH MINERAL liquid foundation or YOUNIQUE TOUCH stick foundation
- Your choice of TOUCH BEHOLD™ setting spray or translucent setting powder
- MOODSTRUCK™ pressed blusher
- Your choice of YOU·OLOGY™ mask
- Collection bag

beYOUNIQUE™

Up and Stunning
Savings of 15% USD | 15% CAD
$146 USD | $174 CAD
- Your choice of TOUCH À LA MODE™ powder or cream to powder luminizer
- MOODSTRUCK EPIC™ mascara
- Your choice of TOUCH MINERAL liquid foundation or BB FLAWLESS complexion enhancer
- MOODSTRUCK HOTTIE™ lip plumper
- DIP & DRAW™ eyeliner
- STIFF UPPER LIP™ lip stain
- Collection bag
YOU’RE IN GOOD COMPANY

“Daisies resonate most with me. I love that they’re made up of two flowers, and the flower on the outside is just as beautiful as the flower on the inside—like me.”

-Shelby, U.S.

The Younique Sisterhood

YOUNIQUE IS TRULY A SHARED EXPERIENCE, and at its heart is a vibrant, thriving community known as the Y-Sisterhood. Through this community, friendships are made and maintained, and empowered women can empower other women.

“I’ve made deep friendships with other Younique Presenters,” says Chrissie, a Younique Presenter from Germany. Once discovering Younique, she found a global network of women just like her sharing their experiences. “I now have connections throughout the whole world. It’s unbelievable.”

“My best friends are my Y-Sisters,” says Sherrell, a Younique Presenter from Louisiana.

“If you want to be a part of something where you feel like a family, then this is the place for you, because no matter what status you are, you’ll realize that you’re special to Derek, Melanie, and the entire Younique team. They want the best for us, and to truly change our lives.”

“I have made lifelong friends,” says Charlie, a Younique Presenter from New Zealand. “I always wanted to have a group of girlfriends, but never did. Now I’m a part of the largest sisterhood anywhere. I’ve been able to build relationships with customers who have become my dear friends and to bring old friendships back to life.”

Whether you’re a warrior mother, an independent diva, a business-savvy boss, or maybe a mix of all three, you’ll find an entire sisterhood of people just like you—because it’s through Younique that so many women have built genuine connections and lasting friendships.
heal the one
PROTECT THE MANY

We inspire hope in women who were sexually abused as children or adolescents by providing healing services through retreats, survivor communities, and online resources.

We empower parents and caregivers to protect children from sexual abuse through education and online resources.

We make it safe to openly discuss sexual abuse through community dialogue and social awareness.

JOIN US by signing up for our text campaign to receive suggestions over the next five days about how you can make your own ripples in the fight against child sexual abuse.

Text RIPPLE to (801) 980-0699, or visit defendinnocence.org to sign up for our email campaign.
Host a YOUUNIQUE™
virtual party

Time to party! Hosting a YOUUNIQUE™ virtual party is the perfect way for you and your friends to share Younique—and to earn a little something in return. Spread the love with a party, and save on products.

“If I were a flower, I’d be nasturtium. Bright and colorful, they reseed independently and grow rapidly—allowing them to flourish for even the most novice gardener.”

-Lorel, Canada